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5G News Update 
Part 5 

February 19, 2022 
 

 
More Experts Agree: Pulsed Electromagnetic Energy – Not “mass psychogenic 
illness” – Likely Cause of “Havana Syndrome” 
 

By B.N. Frank 
In October 2021, President Biden signed a law to help “Havana Syndrome” 
victims.  Strangely enough, some continue to describe “Havana Syndrome” as a 
“mysterious” condition even though experts have been saying for years that it’s likely 
caused by exposure to electromagnetic radiation, though the exact source/s are 
unknown (see 1, 2, 3).  Recently, another group of experts came to the same 
conclusion. 
From Ars Technica: 

 
Pulsed electromagnetic energy, ultrasound “plausibly” explain Havana syndrome 
Expert panel says other popular hypotheses, like mass psychogenic illness, are 
unlikely. 
Beth Mole – 2/3/2022 

https://www.activistpost.com/tag/bn-frank
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/10/biden-signs-bill-for-havana-syndrome-victims-whove-suffered-from-directed-energy-attacks.html
https://ehtrust.org/us-investigating-possible-directed-electromagnetic-attack-near-white-house/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/all/havana-syndrome-likely-caused-microwave-energy-government-study-finds-n1250094
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-58396698
https://arstechnica.com/science/2022/02/pulsed-electromagnetic-energy-ultrasound-plausibly-explain-havana-syndrome/
https://arstechnica.com/author/beth/
https://www.activistpost.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/WiFi-Blood-Brain-Barrier.jpg
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A device delivering pulsed electromagnetic energy or ultrasound “plausibly explains” the 
enigmatic health incidents that have caused debilitating and long-term neurological 
effects in some US diplomats and intelligence agents. That’s according to a report by a 
panel of intelligence community analysts and outside experts in the fields of science, 
medicine, and engineering. An executive summary of the report was declassified and 
released Wednesday. 
 
The new report is the latest effort to unravel a medical mystery that began in 2016 when 
US and Canadian diplomats stationed in Havana, Cuba, reported bizarre, unexplained 
episodes. The diplomats described piercing, directional sounds and vibrations that left 
them with a constellation of neurological symptoms, sometimes referred to as “Havana 
Syndrome.” Since then, reports of hundreds of additional possible cases among US 
intelligence agents stationed all over the world have poured in, fueling wide speculation, 
skepticism, and political controversy. 
 
The new report bolsters a leading but contentious hypothesis: that the incidents are 
attacks by a foreign adversary—mostly suspected to be Russia—using a covert 
weapon, possibly one that delivers pulsed radiofrequency energy. While some analysts 
and experts have openly dismissed the idea, the panel concludes that pulsed 
electromagnetic energy or ultrasound is plausible causes. However, the panel did not 
examine who might be responsible. 
 
Overall, the report falls far short of any definitive conclusions. The executive summary 
that was released includes numerous redactions and notes that there are caveats and 
“information gaps” to the plausible scenarios. There is still no solid evidence that such a 
weapon exists or that it was used on US personnel. And if such attacks occurred, a 
motive is also unclear (though there is plenty of speculation). 
 
Still, the panel worked to narrow the possibilities and concluded that other popular 
hypotheses on the cause of the mysterious health incidents are unlikely. Improbable 
theories include functional neurological disorders and mass psychogenic illness 
(collective delusion). The panel also cast doubt on ionizing radiation, audible sound 
(sonic weapons or crickets), and chemical and biological agents. 
 
“These mechanisms are unlikely, on their own, to account for the required effects or are 
technically or practically infeasible,” the panel concluded. 
 
Mystery 
Together, the new report reinforces the findings of a 2020 report by the National 
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. The 2020 report concluded 
that directed pulsed radiofrequency energy was the “most plausible 
mechanism” to explain the cases. The new report also echoes the conclusions from a 
team of doctors at the University of Pennsylvania who examined 21 affected U.S. 
personnel and ruled out mass psychogenic illness. The doctors concluded in a 2018 
JAMA article that the personnel had “sustained injury to widespread brain networks 
without an associated history of head trauma.” But their injuries and experiences were 

https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/assessments/2022_02_01_AHI_Executive_Summary_FINAL_Redacted.pdf
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25889/an-assessment-of-illness-in-us-government-employees-and-their-families-at-overseas-embassies
https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/12/covert-microwave-weapon-most-plausible-cause-of-cuba-health-attacks/
https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/12/covert-microwave-weapon-most-plausible-cause-of-cuba-health-attacks/
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2673168
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2673168
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inconsistent with mass psychogenic illness, and the individuals weren’t all in contact 
with each other, which would be necessary for a collective delusion to spread. The team 
also dismissed viral and chemical agents as possible explanations. 
 
The new report also dovetails with an interim CIA report, released two weeks ago. That 
report concluded that, of roughly 1,000 reports of possible health incidents among 
intelligence and state department employees, most were easily explained by 
environmental or known medical factors. Thus, the CIA concluded that it was unlikely 
that a foreign adversary, such as Russia, was orchestrating some sort of sustained, 
global campaign against U.S. personnel. However, a few dozen cases remain 
unexplained, and the CIA left open the possibility that attacks by adversaries could be 
behind them. 
 
Those remaining unexplained cases are the focus of the new expert panel report. To dig 
into those cases, the panel waded through dozens of briefings and more than 1,000 
classified documents, which spanned scientific and medical topics, included sensitive 
intelligence reporting, health incident reports, and trend analyses. The panel also had 
direct access to the US personnel with unexplained cases and their medical records. 
 
The panel concluded that, in these cases, the signs and symptoms of the incidents—
which the government calls AHIs (anomalous health incidents)—was “genuine and 
compelling.” Overall, the AHIs are marked by four consistent features: 
 
An acute onset of audio-vestibular sensory phenomena, sometimes including sound or 
pressure in only one ear or on one side of the head. 
 
Other nearly simultaneous signs and symptoms such as vertigo, loss of balance, and 
ear pain. 
 
A strong sense of locality or directionality. 
 
And the absence of known environmental or medical conditions that could have caused 
the reported signs and symptoms. 
 
The panel said that some incidents affected multiple people in the same space and 
clinical samples of some of the affected people showed biomarkers for “cellular injury to 
the nervous system.” 
 
Plausible 
While the panel deemed many proposed causes unlikely, it considered pulsed 
electromagnetic energy, particularly in the radiofrequency range, as plausible. Though 
much of the discussion on this topic in the executive summary was redacted, what was 
left noted: 
 
There are several plausible pathways involving various forms of pulsed electromagnetic 
energy, each with its own requirements, limitations, and unknowns. For all the 
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pathways, sources exist that could generate the required stimulus, are concealable, and 
have moderate power requirements… Using nonstandard [REDACTED], antennas and 
techniques, the signals could be propagated with low loss through air for tens to 
hundreds of meters, and with some loss, through most building materials. 
 
More than seven lines of text are then redacted before the summary continued: 
“Stimulation and disruption of these biological systems has been credibly demonstrated 
in cells and tissues, and persons accidentally exposed to radiofrequency signals 
described [REDACTED] sensations similar to the core characteristics [of the AHIs]. 
However, there is a dearth of systematic research on the effects of the relevant 
electromagnetic signals on humans.” 
 
Ultrasound also plausibly explains the AHIs, the panel reported, but there are 
“information gaps” here as well. Ultrasound is only thought to be plausible in cases 
where there was close-access to a target. The panel wrote: 
 
The required energy can be generated by ultrasonic arrays that are [REDACTED], 
portable, and produce a tight beam. Ultrasound is used to open the blood-brain barrier 
in medical procedures, and acoustic stimulation of the aforementioned anatomical areas 
could produce symptoms consistent with AHIs. Studies of ‘ultrasound sickness’ and 
related audio- vestibular symptoms have reached mixed conclusions, but the panel was 
presented with [REDACTED] independent, first-hand accounts in which researchers 
were exposed to high-power ultrasound beams and subsequently experienced some of 
the core characteristics. 
 
Moving forward 
The panel concluded with seven recommendations, including those for more data, 
clinical measurements, research aids, information about biological effects, 
communication with the government workforce, and biomarkers to identify AHIs quickly. 
An entire recommendation related to “detectors” was also redacted. 
 
In a joint statement, Director of National Intelligence Avril Haines and Director of the 
Central Intelligence Agency William Burns said: 
 
Moving forward, the work of the IC [Intelligence Community] Experts Panel will help 
sharpen the work of the IC and broader US Government as we focus on possible 
causes. We will stay at it, with continued rigor, for however long it takes. The US 
Government remains committed to providing access to care for those who need it, and 
we will continue to share as much information as possible with our workforce and the 
American public as our efforts continue. Nothing is more important than the well-being 
and safety of our colleagues. 

 

https://www.dni.gov/index.php/newsroom/press-releases/press-releases-2022/item/2274-statement-from-dni-haines-and-dcia-burns
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Last month, Secretary of State, Antony Blinken stated “We’ve got virtually the entire 
government working on this at the President’s instructions,” and “We’re not there yet, 
but we will get there. We will figure this out.” 
 
Figure it out?!  When people who are not American diplomats and their family members 
experience symptoms and injuries reported by “Havana Syndrome” victims, this is often 
referred to as Microwave Sickness, Radiation Sickness, Electromagnetic Sensitivity 
(ES) and/or Electromagnetic Hypersensivity (EHS).  As more government workers 
report experiencing symptoms of “Havana Syndrome” and file lawsuits, 
the connection to EHS already seems evident to scientists and countless others. 
 
Sources of electromagnetic radiation are EVERYWHERE!  They include Bluetooth, 
“Smart”, and wireless devices and infrastructure i.e. activity trackers and other 
wearables (see 1, 2), cell phones, cordless phones, cell towers and antennas, “smart” 
wireless home appliances, Wi-Fi routers and transmitters, wireless security 
systems, utility “Smart” Meters, Virtual Reality (VR) headsets, 5G, etc.  Electric 
Vehicles (EVs) and Hybrid Vehicles (see 1, 2, 3, 4) and EV chargers emit high levels of 
radiation as well.  Exposure can affect animals too. 
 
[Though unrelated, video footage aired on Friday, February 17, 2022 from Canberra, 
Australia.  The footage show facial and upper torso burns from EMF DEW directed 
energy weapons fired upon protestors.  This is an early sign the New World Order are 
beginning to feel pressure from their own home countries and we should not be 
surprised that the truckers protests in Ottawa will be met with similar crack down. –
Pastor Bob] 

https://www.activistpost.com/2022/01/blinken-on-havana-syndrome-weve-got-virtually-the-entire-government-working-on-this-at-the-presidents-instructions.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/11/how-to-treat-patients-suffering-from-microwave-sickness-and-electrosensitivity-free-webinar.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/03/do-you-make-fun-of-people-with-disabilities-since-2002-electromagnetic-sensitivity-has-been-a-federally-recognized-disability.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/03/do-you-make-fun-of-people-with-disabilities-since-2002-electromagnetic-sensitivity-has-been-a-federally-recognized-disability.html
http://magdahavas.com/austrian-medical-association-guidelines-to-diagnosing-and-treating-patients-with-electrohypersensitivity/
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/12/u-s-government-sued-by-staff-member-who-experienced-havana-syndrome-in-2017-family-members-also-affected.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/11/are-american-diplomat-havana-syndrome-victims-suffering-from-electrohypersensitivity-ehs.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/12/vp-kamala-harris-says-no-bluetooth-or-wireless-earphones-due-to-security-risks-of-course-they-pose-fire-and-health-risks-too.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/01/apple-airtags-especially-powerful-for-stalking-in-a-way-that-goes-beyond-what-we-have-seen-in-previously-existing-physical-trackers.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/12/recall-of-300000-wireless-earphones-due-to-fire-and-burn-injuries.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/11/things-to-consider-before-you-buy-wireless-wearables-for-yourself-or-loved-ones.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/02/board-of-health-issues-first-known-u-s-cease-and-desist-order-for-cell-tower-due-to-ongoing-residential-health-complaints.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/12/u-s-smart-meter-deployment-now-at-65-despite-high-costs-various-hazards-and-increasing-opposition.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/01/sick-people-sick-pets-homes-put-up-for-sale-revisiting-nyc-in-2018-when-verizon-activated-5g.html
https://www.saferemr.com/2014/07/shouldnt-hybrid-and-electric-cars-be-re.html
https://ehtrust.org/dr-ronald-n-kostoff-on-automotive-radar-and-electromagnetic-field-exposure-in-cars/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQ2Xs3CHMg0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WUzuGP05ts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUjj9IVn95I
https://www.facts-are-facts.com/article/antenna-towers-make-it-a-dogs-life
https://www.activistpost.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/body-electromagnetic-field-1.jpg
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In August, a federal court ruled in favor of organizations and petitioners that sued 
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) for NOT adequately protecting 
Americans from wireless radiation exposure.  More recently non-profit groups 
petitioned the U.S. Health and Human Services Department (HHS) and Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) to declare wireless radiation an “imminent” health hazard 
and start warning the public. 
 
In the meantime, “Havana Syndrome” symptoms will probably continue to be reported 
(see 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and possibly again delay scheduled government trips like what 
happened with Kamala Harris last year. 
 
The story that follows really speaks to my argument that the government has an 
entirely different agenda from faster download of movies, data, and suggests they 
are hiding far more than many know to be the case.  They want to hide the truth 
that this is a “Eugenics” program.  The censors went full fascist in mid-2020 
when the Corona-virus became a so-called “pandemic” but recovery rate of 
99.9995%.  Covid-19 is a bankrupt huge lie being used to protect the telecom 
industry that predicted profits up to $17-trillion dollars.  That is a motive for a 
massive cover-up.  The virus has never been proven to exist.   
 
The CDC has admitted that there are no samples of the existence of Covid – no 
proof whatsoever.  If you can’t refute the evidence, the only option is to silence 
the messenger who does understand the massive psyop deception.  
 

https://ehtrust.org/in-historic-decision-federal-court-finds-fcc-failed-to-explain-why-it-ignored-scientific-evidence-showing-harm-from-wireless-radiation/
https://ehtrust.org/policy/fcc-safety-standards/
https://ehtrust.org/policy/fcc-safety-standards/
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/12/non-profits-petition-health-and-human-services-dept-and-fda-to-declare-wireless-radiation-as-imminent-health-hazard.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/12/non-profits-petition-health-and-human-services-dept-and-fda-to-declare-wireless-radiation-as-imminent-health-hazard.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/12/more-havana-syndrome-victims-speak-out-nbc-news.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/12/u-s-government-sued-by-staff-member-who-experienced-havana-syndrome-in-2017-family-members-also-affected.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/10/new-havana-syndrome-cases-reported-in-colombia-before-blinkens-scheduled-visit.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/10/new-havana-syndrome-cases-reported-in-colombia-before-blinkens-scheduled-visit.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/09/havana-syndrome-attack-on-american-intelligence-officer-reported-from-new-country.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/08/more-american-diplomats-stationed-overseas-experiencing-havana-syndrome.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/08/kamala-harris-trip-delayed-due-to-possible-havana-syndrome-symptoms.html
https://www.activistpost.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Wifi-symptoms.png
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Biden’s DHS labels “misinformation” about 5G to be a domestic terror 
threat 
Biden’s DHS labels “misinformation” about 5G to be a domestic terror threat 
NaturalNews.com / Arsenio Toledo 

 
 
(Natural News) President Joe Biden’s Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is 
attempting to silence independent media personalities talking about the dangers of 5G 
cellular technology by labeling them as domestic terrorists who represent a threat to the 
American homeland. 
 
According to a recent bulletin published by Homeland Security on its website titled 
“Summary of Terrorism Threats to the U.S. Homeland,” the country supposedly remains 
in a “heightened threat environment” for terrorism. 
 
“It’s not what you think,” noted Stew Peters, journalist and host of “The Stew Peters 
Show” on Brighteon.TV. “It’s not because we have hundreds of thousands of violent 
rapists carrying guns going unchecked and unvetted from God knows where across the 
country illegally pouring across our borders every month.” 
 
“It’s not because Black Lives Matter and Antifa have been given permission to riot and 
loot almost at will and destroy entire neighborhoods and cost us $12 billion in damage,” 
he continued. “No, that’s not it at all. DHS says that we’re in danger of terrorism 
because of misinformation.” 
 
According to the bulletin, one of the major threats to the U.S. includes “an online 
environment” that is supposedly filled with “misleading narratives and conspiracy 
theories and other forms of mis-, dis- and mal-information.” 
 
The Homeland Security bulletin cited certain specific examples of so-called 
misinformation online. “Domestic violent extremists have also viewed attacks against 

https://www.naturalnews.com/
https://www.brighteon.com/b0c1451a-ba0e-4165-8761-de681def5346
https://www.dhs.gov/ntas/advisory/national-terrorism-advisory-system-bulletin-february-07-2022
https://brighteon.tv/
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U.S. critical infrastructure as a means to create chaos and advance ideological goals, 
and have recently aspired to disrupt U.S. electric and communications critical 
infrastructure, including by spreading false or misleading narratives about 5G cellular 
technologies,” it stated. 
 
Homeland Security bulletin aims to silence people telling the truth about 5G 
Homeland Security claimed that the reason it released this bulletin is because the 
proliferation of supposed misinformation online might lead people to become distrustful 
of the American government. 
 
The DHS bulletin stated that so-called conspiracy theorists are “threat actors” who will 
“exacerbate societal friction” and “sow discord and undermine public trust in 
government institutions.” 
 
It accused people who are voicing legitimate concerns about the rollout of 5G of trying 
to “inspire acts of violence.” (Related: Activating 5G towers could KILL people who took 
COVID-19 vaccines, analysts warn.) 
 
“Mass casualty attacks and other acts of targeted violence conducted by one offenders 
and small groups acting in furtherance of ideological beliefs and/or personal grievances 
pose an ongoing threat to the nation,” wrote the DHS. 
 
Some of the other supposed threats to the nation that the DHS listed include people 
who spread “unsubstantiated” information regarding the fraudulent 2020 election and 
the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccines. 
 
Labeling everyone talking about the dangers of 5G, the concerns regarding election 
fraud, the deadliness of COVID-19 vaccines and other supposed “conspiracy theories” 
threats to the American homeland and domestic terrorists is just a cover for the federal 
government to shut down these voices. 
 
“The real purpose of this is to justify more demands from the Biden regime and to purge 
[thought criminals] and shut down everything that they don’t want getting broadcast,” 
said Peters. “This program, of course, is near the top of that list.” 
 
More related stories: 
Stop the silence: Big Tech continues to SILENCE critics of 5G technology. 
Speech Nazi Jack Dorsey to block 5G “conspiracy theories” from Twitter as “harmful 
activity.” 
Ads warning about dangers of 5G BANNED by Great Britain’s advertising “authority.” 
Buzz Patterson: 5G is a flying hazard, poses threat to airplane safety – Brighteon.TV. 
Study: 5G exposure a “significant factor” in higher covid cases, deaths. 
 
Watch this clip from “The Stew Peters Show” with host Stew Peters reacting to the news 
that the DHS is labeling people who talk about the dangers of 5G as terrorists. 
 

https://nypost.com/2022/02/09/homeland-security-labels-conspiracy-theories-a-terror-threat/
https://nypost.com/2022/02/09/homeland-security-labels-conspiracy-theories-a-terror-threat/
https://naturalnews.com/2022-01-14-activating-5g-towers-kill-covid-vaccine-recipients.html
https://naturalnews.com/2022-01-14-activating-5g-towers-kill-covid-vaccine-recipients.html
https://banned.news/2020-11-09-big-tech-continues-to-silence-5g-critics.html
https://censorship.news/2020-04-24-speech-nazi-jack-dorsey-to-block-5g-conspiracies-twitter.html
https://censorship.news/2020-04-24-speech-nazi-jack-dorsey-to-block-5g-conspiracies-twitter.html
https://banned.news/2020-02-02-ads-warning-about-dangers-of-5g-banned-by-advertising-authority.html
https://newstarget.com/2022-01-28-5g-flying-hazard-poses-threats-to-airplanes.html
https://emf.news/2021-12-12-5g-significant-factor-higher-covid-cases-deaths.html
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This video is from The Prisoner channel on Brighteon.com. 
Learn more about the dangers of 5G technology by reading the latest articles 
at EMF.news. 
 

 
 

https://www.brighteon.com/channels/theprisoner
https://www.brighteon.com/channels/theprisoner
https://emf.news/
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Karen Kingston on 5G Disinformation 
They call any of us that are critical of 5G technology promoters of "disinformation" 
regardless of the fact that we've been right for years as we've warned about this 
dangerous technology. 
 
The only way the industry can implement 5G technology is because the FCC is a 
"captured agency" run by former executives of the industry which it pretends to regulate. 
Like other captured regulatory agencies (e.g. the FDA) safety of consumers is 
disregarded for profit motives. 
 
They flip flop around on this technology, changing frequencies for use as their media 
spreads more and more lies about the biological harm imposed by this and other 
wireless technology. They have clearly failed to roll it out as quickly as they'd like and 
due to tons of technical problems with the roll-out because it was originally deployed in 
a battlefield situation on a recently occupied adversarial territory. 
 
This is battlefield surveillance technology which is not designed to be safe. 
 
In future reports on 5G technology we will get into the connection that 5G has with 
nanotechnology and why understanding this connection is crucial to staying healthy in a 
future run by globalists with a penchant for transhumanism (unless we can stop them!). 
Here's a recent interview with Karen Kingston, the former Pfizer Biotech Analyst now 
whistleblower: 
 
Over the years I've made a number of videos of various types on the dangers of 5G and 
other wireless technology. Here's one that I posted a few years ago on YouTube, this 
was the first of 5 parts in this series the rest will be coming soon. 
 
Please share this post with anyone you believe can be enlightened by it or on social 
media where it can get some more exposure. Thank you for reading and watching! 
 
 
Karen Kingston on 5G Disinformation 

 
Terrain The Film - Full Documentary 
 
 

Recent 5G launches in Portugal and Lithuania mark the achievement 
of a major 5G Action Plan target. 
This is one of the major findings in the 5G Observatory’s quarterly report which has 
been released today. You can find the full report here. 
 
In Portugal, operator NOS announced in December 2021 that it was the first operator in 
the country to launch 5G services. In Lithuania, Telia announced in January that it has 
launched 5G services in the country using the 2.1 GHz band. 

http://
http://
http://
http://
https://5gobservatory.eu/observatory-overview/observatory-reports/
https://5gobservatory.eu/portuguese-operator-nos-launches-5g/
https://5gobservatory.eu/telia-becomes-first-operator-to-launch-commercial-5g-in-lithuania/
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Meanwhile, in other EU countries, the number of operators providing commercial 5G 
services continues to grow. In Malta, national operator Epic announced in December 
2021 that it had launched 5G services. Belgian operator Telenet has also 
begun providing 5G services using a temporary license. 
 
The 5G scoreboard summarizes the status of 5G commercial launches, spectrum 
assignments and 5G corridors in EU-27. To date: 
 

 All EU countries have commercial 5G service available at least in a part of the 
country. 

 17 Member States are now involved in the preparation of twelve 5G cross border 
corridors with the aim to stimulate the use of 5G in transport services, in 
particular to pave the way for Connected and Automated Mobility. 

 There was a 5% increase in the weighted total amount of pioneer bands 
assigned since the last 5G Observatory report. 

 A total of 112,000 5G base stations14 are now active in the EU (excluding Italy 
and Sweden from which numbers were not available at the time of publication). 

 50% of households across the EU27 were reached by at least one 5G network at 
the end of 2021. 

 
The international version of the scoreboard details status for 5G commercial launches 
and spectrum plans worldwide, including metrics such as “people per base station” 
which represents the country’s population divided by the number of base stations 
deployed. The following developments can be highlighted:  
 

 China has nearly 1 million installed 5G base stations: eight times more than the EU 
and 18 times more than the USA.  
 

 South Korea has the most 5G base stations per head of population: 13 times more 
than the EU and 20 times more than the USA.  
 

 The USA has assigned the most mmWave spectrum: four bands in total, compared to 
one in some of the EU and none in China.  
 

 All the major economies studied have assigned 5G low band spectrum in 600 MHz or 
700 MHz, except South Korea and Japan. 
 
One key observation of the data is that most countries use the low band level for their 
5G.  The leased frequency bands have been below 3.2 GHz.  The nations know the risk 
danger and are not about to use the frequency band of 28 GHz, which is the only other 
band used by South Korea and Japan.  China uses 700 MHz, 2.6 GHz and 3.6 GHz.  
China does not report using any of the mid to high band frequencies.  It was China that 
modulated their original flip of the switch at 60 GHz on October 31st, 2019!  Whereas, 
the U.S. does use 2.5 GHz, 3.45-3.55 GHz, 3.5-3.7 GHz, 3.7-3.98 GHz; and 24 GHz, 28 
GHz, 39 GHz, and 47 GHz.  The U.S. does also use the lower 600 MHz and 700 MHz. 
 

https://5gobservatory.eu/epic-launches-5g-in-malta/
https://5gobservatory.eu/telenet-to-launch-5g-in-belgium-using-provisional-spectrum/
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It is these higher band widths that are of the greatest more serious concern:  24 GHz, 
28 GHz, 39 GHz, and 47 GHz.   Smart utility meters operate at 4.0 GHz and have been 
found to explode and setting homes on fire.  Airport passenger scanners operate at 10 
GHz and have been directly associated with TSA employees being diagnosed with 
cancer.  These are facts, not misinformation and so the Biden Homeland Security is 
infringement upon our First Amendment rights.  Biden’s DHS bovine excrement is the 
tip of what is reflective of tyranny.  Biden or whoever he is can go to hell. 
 

Rural populations of Europe may miss out on the benefits of 5G 

 

 
But seriously, with all of what we already know, they are better off by far!  Below is a 
post from three days ago by Dr. Arthur Firstenberg.  His book is ground-breaking and 
foundational preparation to understand the health issues of wireless technology. 
 
 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
Answers by Dr. Arthur Firstenberg and Author of ‘The Invisible Rainbow’ 

  
What is wireless technology? 
  
Wireless technology is any means of sending information or energy through space 
without wires. It includes: 
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satellites, radar, radio, television, cell towers, cell phones, cordless phones, microwave 
ovens, smart meters, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, fitness trackers, smart watches, baby monitors, 
wireless keyboards, mice, printers, headphones and speakers, wireless security 
systems, wireless car keys, wireless garage door openers, wireless battery chargers, 
remote controls, wireless microphones. 
 
RFID chips in credit cards and driver’s licenses, radio collars and chips in wildlife, cattle 
and pets, chips in home appliances, wireless hearing aids, assistive listening devices, 
medical alert pendants, chips in medical implants, wireless pacemakers, autonomous 
vehicles, drones, and robots numerous other radio-enabled devices that are 
proliferating in today’s world. 
  
Every one of these devices, without exception, emits radiation. 
  
What's wrong with wireless technology? 
  
By substituting radiation for wires, we are swimming in an ocean of artificial 
electromagnetic fields that are interfering with life itself. We are in effect electrocuting 
ourselves, our children, our pets, the insects, birds, animals, trees and plants around us 
and all of living creation. We are killing our planet. 
  
This is about long-term exposure, right?  Cancer that takes years to develop? 
  
No. The effects are rapid. Heart rate changes immediately. Blood sugar rises in 
minutes. Having wireless devices on in your house interferes with your sleep and your 
memory. Using a cell phone destroys brain cells in minutes to hours, and can cause a 
stroke or a heart attack. Studies show that even cancer can develop within months of 
first exposure. When a cell tower is turned on, birds leave the area immediately. Insects 
disappear. Even slugs and snails vanish. Most of this takes no time at all.  
  
What types of radiation are used in wireless technology? 
  
All frequencies of radio waves, microwaves, infrared radiation, visible light, lasers, 
sound waves, even nuclear radiation. Most home devices use microwaves. 
  
Isn’t microwave radiation natural? Don’t microwaves come from the sun and 
stars? 
  
Almost all the radiation we receive from the universe is the light and heat from the sun, 
not microwave radiation. The microwave radiation a person receives from an average 
cell tower is millions of times stronger than all the microwave radiation from the sun and 
stars. The microwave radiation a person’s brain receives from their cell phone is billions 
of times stronger than the microwave radiation from the sun and stars. And at any 
particular frequency it is trillions of times stronger than the microwave radiation he or 
she receives from the sun and stars at that frequency. And the faint microwaves from 
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the sun and stars are not pulsed and modulated. It is the pulsations and modulation that 
cause much of the harm. 
 
Aren’t light and microwaves both electromagnetic? Therefore isn’t microwave 
radiation safe? 
  
No. That is like saying arsenic is safe because oxygen and arsenic are both elements, 
or that cyanide is safe because water and cyanide are both chemicals. But oxygen and 
water are necessary for life, while arsenic and cyanide are deadly poisons. It is the 
same with electromagnetic radiation. Visible light is necessary for life. Microwave 
radiation is a deadly poison. 
 
Aren’t toxic chemicals more harmful than electromagnetic radiation? 
  
Electromagnetism is more complex and more fundamental than chemistry. 
Electromagnetism shapes the sun and stars. Electromagnetism animates life. 
Electromagnetism is behind chemistry. There is no “chemical force” in the universe. 
Outside of atomic nuclei, there is only gravity and electromagnetism. Electromagnetism 
guides everything we see, including ourselves. Chemistry is an effect, not a cause. 
  
Can’t we find safe frequencies? Won’t that solve the problem? 
  
That is looking at both wireless technology and life too simplistically. 
  
Most wireless technology has only one goal: to transmit information to computers, 
information of great complexity and variety. It is not simple, constant radiation of one 
amplitude and one frequency: such radiation would carry no information. Instead, it is 
multiple large frequency bands, each divided into hundreds, thousands, and millions of 
individual frequencies of all different bandwidths, overlapping and interacting, pulsed at 
an enormous variety of intervals, in an enormous variety of shapes, patterns and 
durations, all over the world. Even a single signal from a single device has a variety of 
amplitudes, frequencies and pulsations, and is modulated in complex ways in order to 
carry all the information needed to be read by a cell phone or computer. 
  
Life has to also carry an enormous, almost infinite complexity of information in its 
nervous systems and its meridians, and to store and process this information in its cells, 
organs and chakras, and in its DNA which is shared and circulated among trillions of 
individuals of 50 million different species, all connected to one another and to the earth, 
sky and universe in a grand circuit of energy and information. 
  
The artificial cloud of energy and information is interfering with, overpowering and 
destroying the natural, living circuitry of energy and information. It cannot be otherwise.  
  
What about LiFi? If light is safe, why not use light instead of microwaves? 
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Light is a nutrient. We absorb it with our eyes, and into our blood. It is necessary for 
health. It regulates our biorhythms. Green plants need it for photosynthesis. We absorb 
more of the pulsations and modulation frequencies when they are carried into our 
bodies by light than when they are carried into our bodies by microwaves. Li-Fi is more 
harmful to life than Wi-Fi.  
  
Cell phones are much smaller than cell towers. Doesn’t that mean they are safer? 
Doesn't it mean the radiation does not travel as far? 
 
Cell phones and cell towers emit the same radiation; size has nothing to do with it. The 
main difference is that a cell tower emits as many signals simultaneously as there are 
cell phones communicating with it at that time, whereas a cell phone only emits one 
voice channel and one data channel. A cell tower therefore emits stronger radiation than 
a cell phone, but by the time it reaches your body, its radiation is much weaker than the 
radiation from a cell phone that you hold in your hand, near your body. And a cell phone 
emits signals that a cell tower does not: Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GPS and other signals. 
  
The radiation from a cell phone travels just as far as the radiation from a cell tower. The 
radiation from a cell phone will reach all people, animals, birds, insects and plants in line 
of sight with it, no matter how far away. It will reach a cell tower 90 miles away. It will 
reach a satellite 22,300 miles away. It will reach Mars 200 million miles away. With 15 
billion mobile devices on the Earth, we are polluting not just our homes, our 
neighborhoods and our planet, but the entire solar system. 
 
My cell phone does not make me sick. Why should I stop using it? 
  
Your cell phone is damaging your health whether you are aware of it or not. It is 
damaging your blood-brain barrier -- the barrier that keeps bacteria, viruses and toxic 
chemicals out of your brain tissue; the barrier that maintains the inside of your head at a 
constant pressure, preventing you from having a stroke. Since brain tissue has no pain 
receptors, plenty of damage can occur without pain. Instead, it will cause memory loss, 
difficulty concentrating, anxiety, depression, sleep disorders and so forth. In rats, 
damage to the blood-brain barrier can be detected after just a two-minute exposure to a 
cell phone. After a two-hour exposure the damage is permanent. There is no reason for 
it to be different in humans. 
  
The radiation from your cell phone is also slowing your metabolism -- your ability to 
digest sugars, fats and proteins. This causes either obesity or weight loss, depending 
on your genetic makeup. It also causes diabetes, heart disease and cancer. Wireless 
technology is the cause of more obesity, diabetes, heart disease and cancer than any 
other factor. 
  
The people who are aware of the damage in real time are the people who can feel it in 
their nervous system or their heart. That is maybe one-third of the population. It feels to 
them like they are being electrocuted. And they are, but so is everyone else. The few 
who have heard of such a thing call themselves “electrosensitive.” Those who have not 
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heard of it think they are suffering from anxiety, or that they have a neurological or 
cardiac disorder. 
  
Isn’t a flip phone safer than a smartphone? 
 
Both are digital and both emit pulsed, modulated microwave radiation. And despite what 
many people think, flip phones can emit as much radiation, or more, than smartphones. 
But safety is not determined by power level. Damage to the blood-brain barrier is 
greatest at the lowest power level, at least in laboratory rats. The bandwidth is more 
important than power level. Smartphones use more bandwidth than flip phones. 
  
The bottom line is that cell phones have been killing people since they were invented. In 
each city in the United States where 2G “flip phone” service was turned on for the first 
time in 1996 or 1997, mortality rose immediately, on the day it was turned on in each 
city. And the overall health of the population was damaged permanently. At least ten 
thousand Americans died from the radiation within three months after 2G “flip phone” 
service was turned on in various cities in 1996 and 1997. Whether more people died 
from their new phones or from the new cell towers is impossible to know: the radiation 
comes from both. 
  
Isn’t a cell phone safe to use as long as you hold it away from your head? 
  
About 20 years ago someone started promoting the idea of the “near field plume” which 
was supposed to extend out six inches from a cell phone, and that if you held your 
phone more than six inches from your head, you were safe. That is a complete fiction. 
There is no such thing as a near field “plume.” It does not exist. 
  
The region very near to a source of radiation, where the electric field and the magnetic 
field are separate and complex, is called the near field. The space very far from the 
source, where the electric and magnetic fields are tied together and diminish with 
distance, is called the far field. The near and far fields blend into one another. There is 
no dividing line where one stops and the other begins. And it is certainly not true that 
the radiation stops at six inches. If that were true, the radiation would never reach a cell 
tower and the phone would not work. And if it were true of a cell phone, it would also be 
true of a cell tower, which emits the same radiation. Then a cell tower would be safe if 
you stood more than six inches away from one. How absurd! 
  
And your body is a conductor, so if you are holding the phone in your hand, no matter 
how far away from your head, the microwaves are conducted into your hand and 
throughout your body, and your arm is an extension of the phone and is part of the 
radiating antenna. 
  
If you put the phone on a table in front of you and do not hold it, then the microwaves 
are just irradiating you and not being conducted into you. But since for some types of 
harm, for example damage to the blood-brain barrier, the damage increases with 
distance that does not protect you either. 
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 If the radiation levels from cell phones and cell towers were reduced, wouldn’t 
that make them safe? 
  
No. It is the informational content, not power level, that causes the harm. A cell phone 
exposes the brain to microwave radiation at roughly 10 milliwatts per square centimeter. 
At power levels one trillion times lower than that, microwave radiation has been shown 
to affect ovulation, the immune system, plant growth, human brain waves, and the 
structure of DNA. 
 
Don’t we need more studies before we know if microwaves are dangerous? 
  
No. We already had 10,000 studies by 1980. Today we have at least 30,000 studies. 
There are more studies showing harm from microwaves and radio frequency radiation 
than from any other pollutants except tobacco smoke and mercury. 
 
How long has this been going on? How long have we known that wireless 
technology is harmful? 
  
For as long as wireless technology has been around. At Marconi’s first public 
demonstration of radio in Salisbury Plain in 1896, spectators described various nerve 
sensations they experienced. When Marconi turned on the first French radio station in 
Wimereux, one man who lived nearby “burst in with a revolver” because the waves were 
causing him sharp internal pains. On the evening of January 22, 1901, when Marconi 
fired up a new, more powerful transmitter on the Isle of Wight, Queen Victoria, in 
residence on the island, had a stroke and died. Within a few years, 90 percent of the 
bees on the island had disappeared. Marconi himself suffered from recurring fevers 
from the time he began experimenting with radio and for the rest of his life. He suffered 
nine heart attacks, the last one killing him at age 63. Even prior to Marconi, in the early 
1890s, Jacques-Arsène d’Arsonval published the results of experiments on humans and 
animals showing that high frequencies affect blood pressure and profoundly alter 
metabolism. 
 
Do telecommunications company officials know their products are harmful? Are 
they doing this to us deliberately? 
  
They all use cell phones like the rest of the world and are as much in denial about them 
as everyone else. The denial, which runs deep in society, goes back to the beginning of 
the development of electricity in the 1700s. 
 
I keep my phone off except in emergencies. Doesn’t that protect me and others? 
 
A cell phone leaks radiation from all of its resonant circuitry, even if it is turned off, as 
long as the battery is in it. So does a modem or router that has Wi-Fi, as long as it is 
plugged in. I have measured radiation coming out of modems in which the Wi-Fi was 
disabled. I can always tell when someone is carrying a cell phone because I can feel the 
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radiation, even if it is turned off and hidden in their pocket, even from across a room. I 
have never been wrong. 
  
For whatever reason you have a cell phone -- any kind of cell phone -- all of the world’s 
cell towers have to be there in order for it to work when you want it to. No matter how 
rarely you use the phone, all the cell towers have to be there. If you use it “only in 
emergencies,” that is even worse, because you are likely to be using it in remote places 
where there are no cell towers and service is not good. Every call you make from a 
location where there are no towers is recorded as a request for service, and your 
provider will eventually put up a cell tower there in response to those calls. 
 
When I am at home I use my cell phone connected by an ethernet cord to a 
modem. Doesn’t that protect me? 
  
It does not protect you because it is still emitting radiation. It does not protect others 
because when you are not at home you need all the cell towers to be there and you are 
irradiating everyone around you simply by carrying the phone around. 
 
There are no landlines available where I live. I need my cell phone. 
  
Unless people get rid of their cell phones, there will soon be no landlines left anywhere. 
The existence of landlines depends on demand. The existence of cell phones depends 
on demand. No one is doing this to us. We are doing it to ourselves. 
 
Is fiber the solution? 
  
Fiber enables 5G. 5G antennas are connected to each other and to the Internet by fiber 
optic cables. Wireless companies are spending hundreds of billions of dollars laying 
fiber all over the world for 5G. When a fiber company or a city lays fiber optic cables, 
wireless companies pay for the right to use it. After the fiber is laid, they stick antennas 
into it and broadcast 5G. 
 
How is 5G different from 4G? 
  
5G can use much higher frequencies (millimeter waves). But the biggest difference is 
that 5G towers and 5G mobile devices aim narrowly focused beams at each other 
instead of sending the radiation in all directions. If you are holding a 5G phone in your 
hand, the nearest 5G tower is tracking you and aiming a beam of radiation directly at 
your body. This is called phased array technology and it results in greater penetration of 
the radiation into your body, even at millimeter wave frequencies, than previous wireless 
technologies. 5G towers also send radiation in all directions because they are 
constantly scanning the environment looking for devices to connect with. 
 
Is 5G a weapon? 
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No. 5G can use millimeter waves. There are also crowd-control weapons that use 
millimeter waves. But the weapons are a thousand times more powerful and they are 
not modulated and carry no information. They are different technologies that were 
developed by different people for different purposes. [This answer could be yes under 
different circumstances.] 
  
Are there devices that can protect us from these frequencies? 
  
There are many companies today that prey on the gullibility of people who are 
desperate to protect themselves from an assault that is coming from everywhere. They 
sell “protective” chips to put on your cell phone or computer, pendants and bracelets 
that will “neutralize” or “harmonize” the radiation, devices to plug into your wall that will 
“protect” an area hundreds or thousands of square feet around your house. Some 
advertise that they are “quantum” devices, or are based on “scalar” technology or 
“torsion” fields, which are sexy words that sound scientific but mean nothing. You 
cannot “neutralize” or “harmonize” radiation. These devices, without exception, are 
ineffective and most will harm you. 
  
Many of these devices emit a 7.83 Hz signal which is supposed to duplicate the first 
Schumann resonance of the Earth. These are point sources that cannot duplicate a 
natural frequency that bathes us from all sides. They make some people feel good for a 
couple of weeks, and they can be addictive, just like the frequencies from a cell phone 
or computer can be addictive, but they will harm you. 
  
What are the alternatives? 
  
The alternative is wires. Wired phones. Wired computers. There is no need to reinvent 
the wheel, wires are what we had before wireless and are superior in every way. Wires 
carry the same voices, but clearer. The same information, but more securely. And the 
information is contained in the wires, instead of being broadcast all over the earth in a 
cloud of radiation. Wireless is convenient, but for the sake of convenience we are killing 
ourselves in real time and destroying our planet.  
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I was going to focus on a concept that few of you know much about but and its 
relationship to how they have used the Coronavirus to cover for the method by which 
they have used to kill several billions of people.   
 
At this point in time, 4.5 billion people have been given 2-shots and have been receiving 
third and fourth boosters.  All the globalists have to do now is to sit back and wait for the 
die off to play out.  The implications are that 4.5 billion people will be dead in two or 
three years.  As of today, February 17th, 2022, the world death rate for Covid-19 is 
495% higher from years prior to 2021.  The statistical charts for the years 2010 
through 2019 when overlaid bear a predictable pattern with little or no variation in the 
numbers.  What we have now in 2022 is a death rate that is five times that of 2020, the 
year the virus was first tracked and vaxxes were introduced in December, 2020! 
 
I am going to be redundant some but the “unwoked normies” are in for the shock of their 
lives.  I did want to get Dr. Arthur Firstenberg’s answers to the questions many of you 
are unaware of when it comes to wireless energy and so my focus will be on the term 
“Devolution” and how this was be instrumental in the year since the Deep State stole 
the election for the Biden/Harris crime family.  The Vaxx program was a maniacal 
experiment, first to find a way to euthanize as many people as quickly as possible; to 
weaken the U.S. military from being able to protect the borders of the U.S.; to quantify 
viral load effects on specific age groups; to measure scientific hypothesis.  The answers 
to this huge issue come from a wide range of sources. 
 
In a previous article recently we identified approximately 8 or 10 various elements and 
substances found in the “gene” therapy vial samples from scientists around the world, 
from PEG to Graphene oxide, hydroxide oxide, Hydra, HIV1, SARS2, and other foreign 
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substances that had no place in what they called their vaccines.  I remind the reader 
that these are all documented and have been reported on in health departments around 
the world as well as lab analysis.  The published reports of HIV1 and SARS2 being 
inserted into the so-called Coronavirus labeled Covid-19 was discovered by a group of 
Indian scientists in January of 2020, before the WHO called it a pandemic.  Their work 
was verified and confirmed by the discovered of HIV1, the 2008 Nobel Peace Prize for 
Medicine, Dr. Luc Montaginer, who passed away on February 8th, 2022 at the age of 89 
from cancer.   
 
I have shared excerpts and the genome segment which had been tampered by the 
insertion of HIV1 and SARS2 through the use of CRISPR gene splicing in my article 
series “Mass Murder by Syringe #49”.  The original article appears in the December, 
2020 issue of Anthony Patch’s ‘Entangled’ magazine.  On page 30, linked below of  
Mass Murder, Part 49 the proof of the Coronavirus being weaponized with 4 insertions; 
(18 fragments of the HIV1 genome and 4 fragments of the SARS2 genome).  This is the 
equivalence of 92% of the HIV1 according to the late Dr. Luc Montagnier. 
 

Albert Bourla, CEO of Pfizer two years ago acknowledged they had cracked the ‘Code 
of Life’, a reference to the mapping of the human genome and that with CRISPR 
technology, they are capable of creating life through “synthetic biology”.     
 
This, and from my knowledge of the book ‘The Population Bomb’ by Dr. Paul Ehrlich, 
and the Georgia Guidestones’ statement in granite to lower the population to 500-
million, is a clear and obvious plan of global genocide.  Two years of accumulated data 
has presented a picture in very diabolical Satanic ways; and, in fact there is an 
abundant amount of data to make a case for genocidal mass murder.  The powers 
behind this “depopulation” agenda has all the earmarks needed to pull it off on a grand 
global scale: the means, motive, and opportunity.  All three are far easier than you can 
imagine pulling off.   
 
In fact, Steve Kirsh’s “List of the Main Covid Disinformation Spreaders” provide us with 
the [Covid Misinformation], useful in creating the “Murder Board”, used in police cases 
aired on television crime shows.  The last series I watched was Detective Joe Kenda. 
“Homicide Hunter” and “America’s Detectives”.   I am not going to go too deep here 
other than to outline the crimes against humanity.  We will be watching closely the 
indictments by lead attorney Reiner Fuellmich’s Grand Jury testimony which got under 
way a week ago.  The International Criminal Court is conducting a Grand Jury trial at 
the Hague, in the Netherlands.  Their findings will be then submitted to the UN for a 
Nuremberg II trial.  The people’s ICC Grand Jury, indicted the top 16 people behind this 
global crimes against humanity.  Hundreds, if not thousands, will follow as indicted co-
conspirators, collaborators, and lower down the food chain, to include doctors, 
governors, police, and all involved in perpetuating this crime against humanity.    
 

 They had the means:  Control over the virus narrative in the media circus.  
Everything was based upon the WHO, CDC, NIAID, NIH white coats experts.  
They held the knowledge-edge advantage of a new technology that is both 

http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/MM49.pdf
http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/MM49.pdf
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invisible and lethal.  In terms of treatment therapy, they did all the wrong things 
that exacerbated the alleged pandemic.  Enforced wearing of masks, social 
distancing, and lockdowns have been shown to have been of no sensible value 
to public health and safety. The various agencies never produced slide 
samples for other nations’ health agencies of the so-called virus.  Over a 
hundred requests for evidence proof the virus existed at all were met with the 
CDC stating there are no such samples.  To simply say “trust us” is suspect of 
questionable motives.  Playing the “fear” card was intended to achieve 
compliance from the public without objection, and those who objected were met 
with brute force and arrest.   To date no lab has yet to produce proof-positive 
that Covid-19 ever existed at all.  They violated all protocols of investigation 
through the Koch Postulates “gold standard” for confirmation of such claims by 
U.S. health agencies.  They had the benefit of using the “Diamond Princess” as 
a petri dish for hyping the fear porn associated with an alleged “novel rogue 
virus”, words used regularly in the early days of the scam by Dr. Anthony Fauci.  
Hundreds of passengers sequestered on a cruise ship for a month and being 
entertained by 5G Wi-Fi of cell, text, and data while locked in their tiny cabin 
space as they took their meals behind locked cabin doors.  Each day the 
number of the sick and dying began to increase from exposure to the cruise 
ship’s recently outfitted with 5G a few months before in August, 2019.  This 
harrowing experience of being denied docking by several countries provided 
the perfect drama for television audiences all around the world to a “live” event 
staged to provide the perfect case for a global Hegelian Dialectic of “problem-
reaction-solution”.  The 39 days for the elderly passengers most likely seemed 
to be like awaiting their death sentence.  In hind sight, from the rear view 
mirror, perhaps it is an indicator of how long a person can live when exposed to 
5G EMF toxic wireless energy, and when one has underlying health issues 
which contributed to their death much sooner.   Japan would be blamed for 
spreading the contagion.  Given that 60% of the passengers were older than 
age 60, all but one of the deaths was people in their 70s and 80s.  A lone 
passenger who had flown from Hong Kong, China to Yokohama, Japan to 
cruise from Japan to Hong Kong seemed a bit suspicious since he went to a 
hospital in Hong Kong complaining of being sick that set this all into motion.  
  

 They had the motive:  Governments around the world are bankrupt.  The U.S. 
has a National Debt of $30-Trillion dollars.  The interest on the National Debt in 
the next three to five years will exceed the total amount of tax revenue the IRS 
takes in. Depopulation has been the #1 global concern since 1967/68.  National 
pension and social programs worldwide are largely underfunded and on the 
verge of bankruptcy in other countries as well.  The U.S. Social Security and 
Medicare/Medicaid programs were robbed by previous administrations to pay 
for wars in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria.  Past and present FICA payments 
have been replaced with IOU’s that are themselves worthless paper.  China 
has a greater National Debt than that of the U.S. and stands to benefit in this 
plan by maintaining state secrecy over the events that have transpired since 
September of 2019. 
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 They had the opportunity:   Their mistake of activating 5G technologies without 
doing any safety studies to determine if it was safe and free of adverse effects 
on humans exposed to this specific frequency began the unraveling of their 
plan.  The secrecy of what happened in China became the so-called “rogue, 
novel killer virus.”  Operating as “essential business” activity and unrestricted 
during the lockdown of 2020 the telecom industry was able to build-out the 
infrastructure of the 5G and future 6G.  The telecoms were operating under 
cover of a convenient virus. 

 
Citizens in Canberra, Australia posted on 2/16/22 video and pictures of the 
government using the EMF weapons against their own citizens.  Governments 
will not hesitate to use Wi-Fi wireless energy devices to break up protests, 
resistance by its own citizens.  To believe otherwise is naïve and giving credit to 
governments where it is not on the side of its citizens. 
 
You need to watch You Tube videos by Dr. Mark Steele, and Dr. Barry Trower.  
They are well qualified to speak to the potential of 5G wireless energy and 
radiation sickness that emanates from wireless energy!  They were part of the 
plan that designed the weapons dreamed of by Nikola Tesla a century ago. 
 
I began listening to WHAS, the station out of Louisville, KY a week ago to see 
who took Rush Limbaugh’s spot.  During the show yesterday, there were 4 ads 
for the new 5G Internet being promoted.  I can tell you I won’t be listening again. 
 
There is one word that describes the larger picture of events unfolding and it can 
be defined as “Convergence”  I believe it was Bill Salus was the first to use that 
term on Dr. Dave Reagan’s “Lamb n Lion” program.   
 

This is a dictatorial move on our freedom of rights.  
What has happened in Canada and Trudeau declaring 
dictatorial powers is coming to the U.S.  You may not 
believe it but the Communist dictatorial agenda is 
moving in so many aspects of our culture.  Resist the 
powers at be who will attempt to shut down discourse 
on matters they want suppressed.  Your freedoms are 
going to become history very soon.  I have watched 
this coming since 1996.   
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Densified 5G A Cofactor in Covid-19? 

 
 
 

 
 

https://www.indianinthemachine.com/2021/12/26/in-a-live-genocide-that-this-is-its-probably-a-good-idea-to/
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I have retained the photo / illustration from the previous segment as a visual reminder of 
a picture that at first look appears as an innocuous and harmless building with mounted 
antennas. 
  

 
 
This may come as quite a shock to many of you, but don’t bet on living to retirement 
because there is a plan underway that will eliminate a whole lot of people through the 
weapons side of 5G technology.  We are seeing the accelerating collapse of the world 
financial situation and the globalists have planned it without the rest of humanity.  The 
late George Carlin said it’s a big club and we are not in it!   
 
5G is the answer to the Rothschild’s search for “Silent Weapon for Quiet Wars”.  You 
will never know what and when you are hit with that invisible wireless energy blast that 
will bring your life to an abrupt end.  We all have Brucilosis Mycoplasma that was aerial 
sprayed across the land since the mid-90s.  We have all been breathing oxygen for 
twenty+ years laced with the smallest known pathogenic parasitic microbes for decades.         
 
You may not believe me, and that is your choice, but what I discovered in several years 
of research is summed up in the 5-parts below.  Down load and read them at your 
convenience.  This is how they plan to euthanize you and your family!  The first three 
segments were written in 2020. 
 
Mycoplasma The Pathogen That Will Kill You without Your Knowledge!, Part 5 
Mycoplasma The Pathogen That Will Kill You without Your Knowledge!, Part 4 
Mycoplasma The Pathogen That Will Kill You without Your Knowledge!, Part 3 
Mycoplasma The Pathogen That Will Kill You without Your Knowledge!, Part 2 
Mycoplasma 

http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/MYCO5.pdf
http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/MYCO5.pdf
http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/MYCO4.pdf
http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/myco3.pdf
http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/MYCO2.pdf
http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/MYCO1.pdf
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Wireless Energy was first used as a Military Weapon 

Its first application was as RADAR in the 1940’s.  In the 1970’s it 
was used as a heart attack gun.  In the 1990’s it was used to send 
voices to the brains of the Iraqi army to surrender.  Today, it is 
used as a Directed Energy Weapon (DEW) to start forest fires to 
force people off their land or to destroy buildings like the World 
Trade Center!  In some future “tomorrow”, they will “flip the 
switch” and everyone but the elite and their slaves will be dead! 
 
As Dr. Martin Pal calls 5G, “It is an Extinction Level Event!” 
 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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